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FBI 

tu~ d2.-....~-
ReBuairtel 3/23/64, co-ncerning A ~~·p~~~ 

and WFO tel <Bll to Bureau 3/24/64. D.c.- rn~t --::.--- -----· .--···" 

.. . On 3/24/64, Gmi PARMA, Accountant, Commissioned 
Officers Mess-Open, Officers Club, Washington Navy Yard Annex, 
advised SA JOHN G. GOEDTEL that ANGEL PEREZ commenced 
e•ployme~t 4/5/63, as bar boy, part time waiter and storekeeper • 
.P.BB:Bz·became full time bartender first week of .Iiy, 1963. 
(CIA mme check was 7/5/63). A review of time cards for PEREZ 
revealld that PEREZ was working each day from 11 a.m. to 2 p.m. 
and from 4 - 4 :30 1)·~11• to 12:00 midnight Monday through 
Saturday with Sunday off during the weeks ending 9/21/63, 9/28/ 
10/5/63, and 10/10/63.~ / 

PARMA said PEREZ was hired by LOUIS RUSSO, 402 0·'
Crosswoods Drive, Falls Church, Va. RUSSO was former manager, 
was terminated 12/18/63, because of certain financial discrepan 
in club accounts. PARMA believed RUSSO was subject of an FBI 
investigation. 

PARMA said that on occasion a man might be paid :whil 
not adually employed,but the time card is generally a record th 
the person was actually there at the time. 

PEREZ was terminated 3/17/64, by the current manager, 
CARL E. TODD who replaced RUSSO. According to PARMA, the 
precise reason hasnot been publicized, but he understood there 
was a personality clash between TODD and PEREZ. 
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• PARMA stated PEREZ was well liked and the only 
honest bartender to be employed there in some time. PEREZ's 
shortag~were at a minimum and his account cards were always 
neat and accurate. PARMA said PEREZ is now employed at 
Andrews AFB as a bartender. 

On 3/24/64 1 INS investigator.nWILLIAM B. DINWIDDIE, JR., 
District Office, INS advised SA GOEDTEL that he is frequently 
in contact with PEREZ. PEREZ is a Cuban parolee in the u.s. in 
involuntary departure status. According to DINWIDDIE, he has 
no knowledge of any travel outside the u.s by PEREZ since lattr's 
return to U.s. DINWIDDIE advised that INS file A 10271132 for fE.R.F:Z. 
_. ;;we would show any travel since PEREZ would have had to 
app.ly for permission to leave and reenter the US. 

On 3/24/641 INS file A 10271132 at the District 
Office of INS was reviewed by SA JAMES F. MORRISSEY. No 
travel outside the US was indicated for PEREZ since his current 
arrival in the US on 1/23/63. He was reparoled to the Washington, 
D.C. INS on 2/25/63. 

Memo in the file dated 5/1/63, indicated that 
PEREZ had been developed as a confidential informant of INS 
amd would be of value to that service. 

Central INS records contain no navel information 
for PEREZ. 

Interview of PEREZ will be held in abeyance pending 
results of Bureau check with CIA requested in retel call, 
and consideration of above information in view of the proposed 
purpose of the interview. 
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